About Future Supply Chain Solutions Limited (FSC)

Facts at a glance

- **Contract Logistics**: 8.31 mn sq. ft. Warehouse Space, 96 Distribution Centers
- **Express Logistics**: 195k MT of Express Cargo Handled in FY 19, 13/132 Hubs/Branches (including franchisees)
- **Temperature Controlled Logistics**: 8 Dedicated Temperature Controlled DCs, 12,861 Pallet Positions

Network in INDIA

Industries Catered

- Automotive&Engineering, Food&Beverages, Apparel&Fashion,
- FMCG, Consumer Durables, Retail, Electronics,
- Healthcare, Home&Furniture, E-commerce

Note: The map is not to scale. This map is a generalized illustration only for the ease of the reader to understand the locations, and is not intended to be used for reference purposes.
About Future Group

Operating Multiple Retail Formats and Brands Bringing Multiple Products and Services to Millions of Customers in India

- 2,000+ Retail stores & Digital Channels
- >23.5 mn sq.ft. Retail Space
- 437+ cities Present in every State
- ~450mn Annual footfalls
- ~33mn Loyalty Base Across membership, loyalty & wallet
- ~13.5mn Future Pay Users Average 20 store visits per year
- ~1.3mn Small Store Members

Large Formats (400 stores)
- BIG BAZAAR
- fbb
- easyday Club
- Heritage fresh

Small Formats (1,300 stores)
- Foodhall
- Nilgiris
- WHSmith

Fashion Formats (346 stores)
- CENTRAL
- BRAND FACTORY
- EBOs & Others

Rewarding & Engaging Loyalty Programs
- easyday Club
- future pay
- PROFIT Club

Note:
1. Includes Nilgiris franchisee stores